Fall 2023 Pre-Approved MArch (Restricted) Electives

The following Fall 2023 subjects may be used for restricted electives or electives, without Alternate Coursework or Curriculum Adjustment petitions.

Computation Elective:
- 4.552 Special Subject: Architectural Computation — Feeling Architectural Heritage with Takehiko Nagakura (canceled for Fall 2023)

HTC Elective:
- 4.562 Special Subject: History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture and Art — Art/Science Thing with Caroline Jones
- 4.563 Special Subject: History, Theory & Criticism of Architecture & Art — Experimental Histories of the MET Warehouse with Timothy Hyde
- 4.565 Special Subject: Advanced Study in Islamic Architecture — Decolonial Ecologies with Huma Gupta
- 4.568 Special Subject: Study in Modern Architecture — The Globe, The Planet and the World with Mark Jarzombek

Urbanism Elective:
- 4.182 Architectural Design Workshop — Architectural Politics for the Cosmos with Roi Salgueiro Barrio
- 4.183 Architectural Design Workshop — Designing a Climate Corps for MIT with Lisbeth Shepherd

HTC Restrictive Elective:
- 4.565 Special Subject: Advanced Study in Islamic Architecture — Decolonial Ecologies with Huma Gupta